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Abstract.We pursue the study of event by event correlations between low-mass particles
and heavy mesons ow harmonics in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions and clarify
some ambiguities found in one of our previous work.

1 Introduction and method

The joint study of light and heavy particles produced in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions offers
new insights into several physical aspects, in particular into the coupling of heavy quarks with the
quark gluon plasma (QGP) formed in these collisions. In [1], we have focused on the comparison
between ow harmonics of light and heavy mesons and conjectured that heavy mesons would benet
less from the bulk ow due to their inertia. Such an effect could f.i. manifest itself in event by event
(EBE) correlations between those ow harmonics, as studied recently in [2] and [3], where anomalous
uctuations where found.

In this study, we follow the same method as in [3], using the EPOSHQ model which allows to
describe and predict both, the light and the heavy, sectors in ultrarelativistic pp, pA and AA collisions.
Heavy quarks strongly interact with the QGP and thus benet from the collective ows of the bulk.
Later, D mesons are allowed to interact with light hadrons in the hadronic phase, leading to some
moderate extra ow. For the sake of simplicity, D mesons are assumed to be produced exclusively
through fragmentation mechanism while the role of coalescence will be investigated in an upcoming
study. The analysis is performed EBE using the event/participant plane method, which does not suffer
from the usual caveats as the participant plane is known with a very good accuracy from the initial
state conditions. In [3], we have articially enhanced the c quark production by a factor 50 in order
to reduce the vn uctuations resulting from the limited number of c quarks [4]. This, however, seems
to lead to abnormally large uctuations and even led us to conjecture the existence of large EBE
uctuations specic to heavy avor production and propagation in QGP. In this work, we do not
resort to such an oversampling.
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2 Results and analysis

In the following, "ˆ" symbols will be used for EBE quantities. In g. 1, we show the distribution of the
v̂n=2,3 obtained1 for π, p, c-quarks (before hadronization) and D mesons in EPOSHQ events, taking
Ψ̂PP
n as the EBE reference plane for all species. The large variances observed for the ows of HF

mesons imply that their individual EBE ows are often found with opposite sign as compared to the
average. Following [4], we expect the variance of v̂n=2,3 to be var(v̂n) ≈ 1

2N + varEBE,n. In table 1, we
provide the numbers associated to the various cases shown in g. 1. We observe a clear transition from
π (dominance of EBE uctuations)→ N → D, for which the uctuations are quite well explained by
the usual 1/2N term, in contrast with our previous observation [3]. We have checked that this also
holds for other centrality classes, other energies, larger HF coupling to the QGP bulk, nite pT cut
off, etc.
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Figure 1. The distributions of the elliptic (left) and triangular (right) ow of nal pions, nucleons (N), charmed
quarks and D mesons produced in Pb-Pb collisions at

√
s = 2.76 TeV in the 10%-30% centrality class. Distribu-

tions of c quarks and D mesons are quite similar.

Table 1. Decomposition of the ow variance for the 10%-30% centrality class.

var(v̂2/3) � 1
2N̂
� residual (var(v̂2/3) − � 1

2N̂
�) %age of uct. due to � 1

2N̂
�

π 8.2E-4/3.3E-4 1.3E-4 6.9E-4/2E-4 16%/39%
N 2.9E-3/2.2E-3 1.8E-3 1.1E-3/4E-4 62%/82%
D 8.5E-2/8E-2 7.9E-2 5.7E-3/1.6E-3 93%/99%

In g. 2, we show the elliptic and triangular ow of D mesons as a function of the spatial eccentric-
ities �̂n, in a similar way as our QM2014 approach [5]. A linear increase of �v̂n� with ��̂n� in the bulk
part of the event distribution implies varEBE,n ≈ (�v̂n�/��̂n�)2 var(�̂n), i.e. varEBE,2 ≈ 6.E-4/1.2E-3/6E-4
for π/N/Dmesons. These numbers should be compared with the 3rd column of table 1, with excellent
agreement for π and nucleons. For HF, an extra source of uctuations cannot be excluded, but it is
denitively much smaller that what was advocated in [3] and is superseded by the 1/2ND contribution
for practical purposes.

1According to v̂n{PP} = 1
N
∑N

i=1 cos(n(φi − Ψ̂PP
n )), where N is the number of selected particles in the sample and φi the

azimuthal angles of individual particles.
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Figure 2. The elliptic (left) and triangular (right) ow of nal D mesons produced in Pb-Pb collisions at
√
s =

2.76 TeV as a function of spatial eccentricity; the solid lines correspond to average values (plain for 10%-30%
centrality class and dashed for 30%-50% centrality class). The red (30%-50%) and darker (10%-30%) bands
represent the average ±1 σ interval.
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Figure 3. The elliptic (left) and triangular (right) ow of nal pT < 2 GeV D mesons produced in Pb-Pb
collisions at

√
s = 2.76 TeV as a function of equivalent quantity for π; same conventions as for g. 2. The thin

dashed line represents the �v̂n(D)� = �v̂n(π)� case.

We have performed a rened analysis to identify the origin of the large uctuations found previ-
ously with the oversampling method. In practice such an oversampling is achieved by performing 50
so-called "HQ events" – i.e. evolution of the HQ in the bulk – for a single EPOS3 global event with
the same initial heavy quarks. This is an unavoidable feature as the production of heavy-quarks is
deeply rooted in the semi-hard pomeron approach of EPOS3. The 50 replications of the HQ v̂n are
therefore totally correlated at initial time and gradually decorrelate with the time evolution. During
our previous analysis, we had taken care to check that a very good level of decorrelation is achieved
at the end of the evolution. However, we have realized since then that a small persisting correlation
generates, in turn, an extra contribution in var(v̂n) that scales like the number of replications and thus
appears as a contribution to varEBE,n. This explains our misinterpretation in [3].

Having the uctuations under control, we focus on the averages �v̂n� in g. 2. Our results are
compatible with the conclusions of our study [1] performed with EPOS2 as a description of the bulk:
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The higher the eccentricities, the harmonics (and the mass) the less heavy quarks benet from the
bulk ow. In g. 3 and 4, we present the correlation between the ow of low pT nal pions2 and the
equivalent ow for low and intermediate pT D-mesons. In the low pT case – where one expects nearly
perfect thermalization of heavy quarks –, one nds a very good correlation between the light and the
heavy sector. For intermediate pT D-mesons, the correlation is still quite stong but less pronounced,
which is an indication that c quarks with nite pT are slightly less coupled with the bulk. Equivalent
studies with b quarks are underway.
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Figure 4. Same as g. 3 for D mesons with pT > 2 GeV; thin lines show the corresponding ows for pions with
pT > 2 GeV for comparison.

3 Conclusions

We have rened our analysis of heavy-light ow correlations initiated in [3] in two major aspects:
First, we have understood that the HQ oversampling procedure leads to spurious extra-uctuations in
the EPOSHQ framework and thus claried the ambiguities raised in [3]. Although some specic EBE
uctuations of the HF harmonic-ow cannot be ruled out, they appear to be subdominant. Second,
we have increased our samples and present more robust predictions for the correlations between D
mesons and pions harmonic ows. These could be measured experimentally by event engineering
techniques, triggering on the v̂n of pions either in minimum bias events or for a given centrality class.
Going towards larger

√
s facilitates this study, as the uctuations are reduced due to the more abundant

HQ production.
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2Taken as the best proxy to probe the initial eccentricities of the Pb-Pb collisions.
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